
MOAPA VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL SOT MEETING
4/06/2022

I. CALL TO ORDER/ROLL CALL
Mark Cottle, Hal Mortensen, Marquessa Aikele, Chad Leavitt via phone,
Teresa Holzer via phone, Kenna Higgins, Kenzie Hughes, Dallas Larsen,
Lindsay Dalley, Lisa Wolfley and Brittney Lawrence.

II. REVIEW/APPROVAL MINUTES
Mark votes to approve March minutes and Lisa 2nd, all approve.

III. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD (3 min. ea.)
Marquessa has Terry’s proxy

Brittney has Mark’s Proxy
IV. GENERAL MATTERS (Mortensen, Team)

A. New CCSD Safety Guidelines (M Ozaki)
Changes to student conduct and plan for restoring discipline. Student staff and

safety is changing. Added physical altercation as disciplinary infraction and fighting is
changing to a major infraction. Campus disruption is recommended expulsion for a
referral. Battery to staff or student results in criminal citation.
If recommended for expulsion we have no where to send them, NVLA is an option.
Since we have no where to send them we are going to try to have the Star Program
next year. Offering to buy teacher preps and there is a need for a place for these
students since they are not allowed in the general education setting.
In house doesn't meet the educational requirements. Students would be home on NVLA
if expelled. Teachers will be offering instruction with prep buyouts only if a situation
presents itself and only when a student is expelled. If suspended with instruction for 10
days we can also add them to the Star program. Prep buyout will be changed to match
whoever’s prep is bought. Electives will have to be taken another time as this will only
apply to core classes. Students will still receive credit retrieval despite it being another
curriculum. Money for prep buyouts is coming from monies set aside, per Hal. He hopes
square funds will also help fund prep buyouts.



B. NRS 392.4644 Restorative Justice (M Ozaki)
Come back in fall to review, required yearly.
Steps being added for discipline.
Majority of our students don’t fall in this category.

C. Suspension w/instruction vs w/out instruction (M Ozaki)
See notes in section A

D. SLA Status (HMortensen/Team)
-landscaping update

Emails were reviewed with SOT between Ken Paul, Kellie Ballard and Jason Goudie,
and a discussion ensued.

There will be a discussion/meeting regarding the vendor this Friday at 9am with all
valley principals to discuss SLA’s with Mark Campbell who is over facilities and his
assistant, Josh.

Kenna: Basically principals have to accept the responsibility based on current SLA even
though they don't know what to do. Before the budget came out according to them you
didn't accept responsibility and therefore it’s not in your budget and it’s not an SLA so it
doesn't exist.
Dallas: No budget for it this year. We're still getting CCSD services so we wouldn't have
gotten the money this year for it.

Kenna: Referenced KB response in an email to Ken Paul.

Lindsay: Recommends we object to CCSDs assertions, as not legal.

Terry votes that we need to object to how they are misinterpreting the law and we (SOT)
are objecting to how they are allocating the SLA. Lisa seconds, all approve.

Plan: A letter needs to be written stating SOT formally disagrees before the
Friday meeting regarding the objection. Lisa will write the letter and a follow up will
come from Hal after the 9am Friday meeting.



E. Graduation Update (Mortensen)
75% capacity has been removed. Moving graduation inside and the ceremony

will be at 7pm. Discussion about the possibility of a community endorsed parade again
this year.

F. Community School Initiative (Dalley)
Discussed prior to meeting.

V. STUDENT REP UPDATE (Hughes)
No Comments

VI.     FURTHER PUBLIC COMMENT
Lindsay- There is an opening on sex ed advisory board for a parent. Both

male and female student positions are available as well.
Dallas- Shout out to the theater for a great production.

VII.    ADJOURN 2:25


